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DC Books,Canada. Paperback. Book Condition: new. BRAND NEW, Suddenly the Minotaur: A Novel,
Marie Helene Poitras, Why did Guatemalan immigrant Mino Torres try to rape Quebec student
Ariane? What was the failed attempts aftermath? In this terse, prize-winning novel, Marie Helene
Poitras, with an imagination tutored by the Minotaur myth, offers a controversial tale about a thug
who exults in his ferocious urges and is as incorrigible as a primal force. Torres (the bull)
enthusiastically and unapologetically seeks hectic transcendence through rape and recurring fits of
epilepsy. Ariane (Ariadne), straying into his twisted, downtown Montreal labyrinth, suffers the
consequences of his random sexual predation, though significantly, her refusal to be a terrorised
and passive victim haunts him. Arianeis deliverance from his maze, her conquest of persistent fears,
is prolonged past her assailant's capture. Once more she must learn to live and love - in particular,
men - to pick up and follow the thread of human trust, to feel sure again about her flat is dark
places and her walk-in cupboard's contents. On the site of the Berlin Wall, in a reunified Germany
that has survived its own and other regimes' violent perversions, she permits herself to be gently
hoisted...
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This pdf is great. It really is rally intriguing throgh studying time period. I am just quickly could possibly get a satisfaction of reading a written pdf.
-- Roosevelt B r a un-- Roosevelt B r a un

An incredibly awesome pdf with perfect and lucid explanations. I have read through and that i am confident that i am going to gonna read yet again yet
again in the foreseeable future. I am quickly can get a delight of reading a created book.
-- Mr . Johnson Ha ne-- Mr . Johnson Ha ne
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